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Abstract
Given two matroids M1 = (S, 11 ) and M2 = (S, 12) and a weight function s
on S, the weighted matroid intersection problem is to find a common independent
set of maximum weight. In this paper, we present a variant of Lawler's "primal"
algorithm for matroid intersection, and we give an elementary "dual" proof of
the algorithm's correctness.
1. Introduction
Given two matroids M1 = (S, 11) and M2 = (S, 2) and a weight function s
on S, the weighted matroid intersection problem is to find a common independent
set of maximum weight. As is well known (see, for example Lawler (1976)), the
weighted matroid intersection problem generalizes the optimal assignment problem
and the maximum weight directed spanning tree problem. Edmonds (1969) developed
an efficient algorithm and an elegant duality theory for this problem. Since
then, other authors including Lawler (1975), Krogdahl (1975), Iri and Tomizava
(1976), and Frank (1981) have developed other algorithms and alternative proofs
of the strong duality theorem.
In this note we consider Lawler's (1976) primal parametric algorithm and
Frank's primal-dual approach for solving the weighted matroid intersection problem.
In particular, we reinterpret Lawler's augmenting path procedure as a longest
path procedure on an appropriately-defined auxiliary graph. We then use Frank's
method of "weight-splitting" to obtain the dual variables for the matroid
intersection problem from the dual variables of the longest path problem.
As in Lawler's algorithm, the dual variables are not needed to compute the
augmenting paths. In this sense, Lawler's algorithm is "primal" rather than
"primal-dual". However, we do exploit properties of the dual variables to give a
shorter and perhaps more intuitive proof of the correctness of Lawler's algorithm.
Our results rely on some well known properties of shortest-path algorithms
and on some elementary results concerning the greedy algorithm for matroids.
(See, for example, Edmonds (1971)). We do not assume any previous knowledge con-
cerning matroid intersection. However, to make this note self-contained we have
included some lemmas of Frank and one of Frank's proofs. Moreover, our notation
and definitions closely follow that of Frank.
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2. Preliminaries
For each subset X c S, the weight of X is s(X) = (s(x) : x E X). If F
is a family of subsets of S we say that F E F is s-maximal in F if s(F) s(X)
for all X E F.
For a given matroid M = (S, 1), let Ik = {I : I e 1, III = k. Thus Ik
is the collection of independent sets of cardinality k. If I E I and
I + x C I, then we let C(I, x) denote the unique circuit in I + x.
The first lemma below is Frank's restatement of Edmond's greedy algorithm.
LEMMA 1. I E k is s-maximal in Ik if and only if both (i) and (ii) are
true:
(i) If x 1 I and I + x I, then s(x) s(y) for all y E C(I, x).
(ii) If x I and I + x E I, then s(x) s(y) for all y E I. 
We say that (l, s2) is a weight-splitting of s if sl(x) + s2(x) = s(x) for
all x S. The concept of weight-splitting was introduced by Frank to help
simplify the matroidal duality theory. The motivation for weight splitting is
inherent in Lemma 2 below.
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LEMMA 2. Suppose that I E I12 Then I is s-maximal in 1 if and only if12' 12
there is a weight-splitting (l, s2) of s so that
(i) I is sl-maximal in 1 '
and (ii) I is s2-maximal in .
PROOF. The "if" part is elementary. The only if part is a crollary of
Theorem 1 below, whose proof is based on the augmenting path algorithm.- l
As one final preliminary, we state a minor modification of another of Frank's
lemmas and include his original proof. Below, for I e I we let
span(I) = {x E S : I + x } .
3LEMMA 3. Let I be s-maximal in Ik . Suppose that xl, ..., xt are distinct
elements of S - I and that yl, ', yt are distinct elements of I such that
(i) Either I + xi e I or yi E C(I, xi) ,
(ii) s(xi) = s(Yi)
and (iii) if s(yi) = s(yj) and i < j then i C(I, xj)
Then I' = I - {Y1, '', Yt} U {xl, ..., xt} is also s-maximal in I . Moreover,
if I + xi C I for each i, then span(I) = span(I').
PROOF. Since s(I') = s(I) it suffices to prove that I' E I. We prove this
inductively on t. The case t = 1 is trivial, so we assume that t >1. Let Yr
be the least index element with the property thats(y r) < s(yj) for 1 < j < t.
Thus by our choice of r and by (iii) above it follows thatyr C(I, xj) for
j r. Otherwise, either s(xj) = s(yj) = (Yr) and (iii) is violated, or else
s(xj) = s(yj) > s(yr) in which case (i) of Lemma 1 is violated.
Now the inductive hypothesis holds for Ir = I - Yr + Xr and
Xl, ..., Xr-l' Xr+l, ... ' xt, Y1,' '' Yr-l, Yr+l' *', Yt, from which the
lemma follows. 
3. The Augmenting Path Algorithm
The "augmenting path" procedure below is initialized with any set I that
is s-maximal for I12 (A suitable first choice is I = 0 and k = 0). In the
case that I is not maximum cardinality in I12, the procedure then determines a12'
set I' in 12 and a weight-splitting (sl, s2) of s such that
(1) I is si-maximal in Ik for i = 1 and 2.
and (2) I' is si-maximal in Ik+l for i = 1 and 2.1
By Lemma 2 it follows that I' is s-maximal for Ik+l
12
To determine a maximal augmentation for independent set I we first construct
the auxiliary digraph G = G(I) with vertex set
1 22 are distinguishedV = {xi : x S and i = 1, 21 u {u , u }, where u and u are distinguished
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vertices. The edge set of G is E, and we construct E and the associated edge
distances d as follows.
2 1(1) For each y E I, there is an edge (y y ) E E with length
d(y , y ) = -s(y).
1 2(2) For each x E S - T, there is an edge (x, x ) E E with length
d(x1 , x ) = s(x).
The remaining edges all have length 0.
(3) For each y E I, there is an edge (yl, u1 ) and an edge (u2, y2).
11 1(4) For each x E S - I, if I + x E 1 then there is an edge (u, x);otherwise there is an edge (yl, x) for all y E C1(I, x).
(5) For each x E S - I, if x + I E 12 then there is an edge (x2 , u2);
2 2
otherwise, there is an edge (x , y ) for all y E C2(I, x).
The graph above is different from the graph defined by Lawler. We leave it
to the reader to verify that the shortest path from u to u as determined by a
dynamic programming recursion algorithm leads to exactly the same construction
as Lawler's algorithm.
L1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2
Let P = 0{u 1Y y, x xl, ..., Yn, xn, xn, u } be the maximum
1 2
distance path from u to u in G and such that among all such paths P has the
fewest number of edges. (We may determine P as per Lawler (1976)). Let R(v)
be the maximum distance of a path from u1 to v in G for all v E V. (We show
below that P and are both well defined.)
We define the weight splitting (Sl, s2 ) and the new common intersection I'
in terms of P and as follows.
sl(x) = -(x 1) for x E S ,
s2(x) = (x 2 ) for x E S ,
I' = I u{x 0', .', xn} - {Y1' ... ' Y
III
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THEOREM 1. Let I, I', and (sl, 2 ) be defined as above. Then (sl, s2 ) is
a weight-splitting. Moreover,
(i) I is si-maximal in for i = 1, 2
1
and (ii) I' is si-maximal in I 1 for i = 1, 2
PROOF. We first observe that since I is not maximum cardinality there is
1 2
a path from u to u by the augmenting path theorem of Edmonds. Since
(u2, y2) E E and (y2 , yl) E E for y I, and by the constructions in 2 and 4, it
follows that there is a path from ul to every other vertex of G. Let us now
assume that there are no positive length directed circuits in G. We will later
prove that this must be true.
We see that (sl, 2 ) is a weight-splitting as follows. For all y I, y2
immediately precedes yl on the maximum length path from u to yl. Thus
r(yl) = (y2) _ s(y), and s(y) = sl(y) + s2(y). For each x S - I, x immediately
precedes x2 on the maximum length path from ul to x2. Thus (x2) = 7(xl) + s(x),
and sl (x) + s2(x) = s(x).
We see that I is sl-maximal in I1 as follows. If x S - I and
y E C1(I, x), then d(yl, x1 ) = 0 and thus (yl) < (xl). Therefore,
sl(x) sl(y) and condition (i) of Lemma 1 is satisfied. If x E S - I,
x + I I1, and y I then d(y, u) d(u1 x1) = 0. Therefore
1(yl) < (ul) (x1) and sl(x) sl(). In this case condition (ii) of Lemma 1
is satisfied.
We see that I is s2-maximal in 12 as follows. If x S - I and y E C2(I, x),
then d(x2, y2) = 0 and thus (x2) < (y2). Therefore, s2(x) < s2(y) and
condition (i) of Lemma 1 is satisfied. If x E S - I, x + I E 2, and y E I, then
d(x2 , u2 ) = d(u2 , y ) = 0. Thus (x2) < r(u2 ) < (y2), and s2(x) s2(Y). In
this case condition (ii) of Lemma 1 is satisfied.
We see that I' is sl-maximal in I1 as follows. First of all, I + x is
ra ____
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sl-maximal in I1 l because I is sl-maximal in 
k and sl(X) = 0 sl(x') for all
x' S - I. Moreover, sl(I') = sl(I + x0). Thus it suffices to show that
I' E 1.
It is easy to verify that the sequence xl, Y1, .'., xn, Yn satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 3. Condition (iii) must be satisfied because P has a minimum
number of edges among maximum length (u , u2) paths. Thus I' - x0 11 and
span1(I' - x) = spanl(I). Then I' E 11 since I + x0 e I1.
k+l
We see that I' is s2-maximal in 12 as follows. First of all I + xn is
s2-maximal in k+l because I is s2-maximal in I
k and s2(x) = (u2) > s2(x') for
all x' E S - I. Moreover, s2(I') = s2(I + xn). Thus it suffices to show that
I' E 12.
It is easy to verify that the sequence xl, ... , yl' satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 3, where xi = xi and i Yi Thus I' - n E and
span2(I' - xn) = span2(I). Thus I' E 2.
Finally, we see that there is no positive length circuit as follows. We
assume that such a circuit C exists and we will show that this leads to the con-
k
tradiction of the hypothesis that I is s-maximal in I2.
Let s%(x) = s(x) - X for x E S - I, and let s(y) = s(y) for y I. Then for X>0 
I is st-maximal in 12,k and for a suitably large value of X there are no positive
2 1 *
distance circuits in G(I) where d(x2, x1) = s(x). Let X be the minimum value
of X for which G(I) has no positive length circuit, and let C be a circuit of
length 0 with the fewest number of edges. (The reader should note that we are
about to reuse some previous notation in a different context.)
1 1 2 2 2 1 1
We consider separately the cases (1) C = {u , xl1, , y, ... , yt, Yt' u
2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1
(2) C = {u, Yi, y, x1 , ... ' x 2t, u }, and (3) C {x, x, y, ... , y, Yt, xl.
(Here the x's and yjs are not the same vertices as those that are in P.) In each
I 
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case, we can show that I = I - {Y1, ... y} {x1, ... , x} is also s-maximal
in I12 by two applications of Lemma 3, similar to the proof above that I'
k+lis s-maximal in I . But then
s(I*)- > s *(I*)= s*(IU = s(I) ,
contradicting that I is s-maximal in I2 .12
4. Summary
In this paper, we have extended Frank's technique of weight-splitting to
develop "dual variables" for Lawler's primal-parametric weighted matroid inter-
section algorithm. (Actually, we did not produce the dual variables; instead,
they are implicit in that they can be obtained from the two maximum weight
independent set problems using weights sl and s2. See Frank (1981) for more
details). The algorithm can also be used to give a proof of Edmonds' matroid
polyhedral intersection theorem. (Once again we refer the reader to Frank (1981).)
We believe that our variant of Lawler's algorithm does have certain other
merits. First of all, the proof of correctness is straightforward, albeit
somewhat involved. Moreover, the proof relies only on some elementary properties
of shortest path procedures and of the greedy algorithm for matroids.
Secondly, our auxiliary graph helps highlight the differences between the
two matroids. In particular, our construction of the weight-splitting has a
natural interpretation in terms of the auxiliary graph.
Thirdly, the auxiliary graph also may be an appropriate framework from which
to analyze other algorithms for the weighted matroid intersection problem. For
example, one can describe Edmonds' (1968) algorithm for maximum weight branchings
as a primal parametric simplex pivoting procedure, where pivots are carried out
on the auxiliary digraph. We leave the details to the interested reader.
_ -__.......... ... .........
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